
Introduction to Cognitive Science

Lecture VIII:

Mental representations and their
forms



Organization of knowledge
Basis: knowledge representation in the form of images, propositions

(or both), mental models

l Declarative knowledge: („knowing that”)

l Procedural knowledge („knowing how”): how to follow various

procedural steps for performing actions

è Fundamental unit of symbolic knowledge: a concept an idea about

something that provides a means of understanding the world

(Bruner &co-workers 1956, Fodor 1994)

è Category: is a concept that functions to organize aspects of 

equivalence among other concepts – could be based on: common
features, similarity to a prototype



Concepts & organization



Concepts & organization



Divisions, divisions...
Natural categories: groupings that occur naturally in the world

Artifact categories: groupings that are designed or invented by 
humans to serve particular purposes and functions

Ad hoc categories: formed with a particular purpose in mind
(Barsalou)

è The classical view: disassembling a concept into a set of featural
components (necessary and sufficient)

è A defining feature: a necessary attribute

a bachelor = male, unmarried, adult

Some categories do not readily lend themselves to featural analysis
(Wittgenstein 1953: a game)



Classical vs. prototype views
Some things may seem to have clear defining features, but a 

violation of the features doesn't cause change of a category

There are better (and worse) examples of a category

Higher (and lower) ratings in typicality tests (Rosch)

Children learn typical examples earlier than atypical ones

è A prototype theory – categories are formed on the basis of a 
(prototypical, averaged) model-exemplar of the category

characteristic features: characterize the prototype; commonly 
present (but not always) in exemplars of concepts

A bird (category) – a robin, an ostrich (exemplars)



Prototype view, cont'd
Basic level (natural level) of specificity: preferred to other levels 

(Rosch 1978)

...an object – a fruit – an apple – a Delicious apple...

l A level that has the largest number of distinctive features that set 
it off from other concepts at the same level (Rosch 1976)

l Objects: more quickly identified, first recognized

But, it depends on context and expertise



A synthesis
Even classical categories seem to have prototypes:

l 7, 13 – better examples of odd numbers than 15, 21

A unifying approach:

Each category has both a prototype and a core

A core: defining features something must have to be considered an
example of a category

A prototype: characteristic features that tend to be typical of an
example

(Keil, Batterman 1984): young children view categories largely in 
terms of characteristic features; people come to understand
defining features as they grow older (=>10 yo)



A comparison
Theory-based view (or explanation-based view): people understand

and categorize concepts in terms of implicit theories.

l Example: a good sport

Classical view: necessary&sufficient features of a good sport

Prototype view: characteristic features

Exemplar view: examples of good sports

Theory-based view: one use experience to construct an explanation
for what makes a good sport



Semantic Network Models



Semantic Network Models
Quillian 1968, Collins & Quillian 1969

Hierarchical vs. network semantics

A semantic network: a web of interconnected elements of meaning

Nodes: typically represent concepts

Connections (links) are labelled relationships

Hierarchical model:

è Efficiently stores information (at the highest possible level)

è Inheritance – whatever was known about about items at higher levels
was applied to all items at lower levels.



Semantic Network Models
l Concepts are represented by linked nodes that form a network

l The links can be of various kinds: is-similar-to, is-a, object, ...

l The nodes themselves and the links among nodes can have
various activation strengths

l Learning: adding new links and nodes to the network

l Memory effects can be modeled by allowing activation to spread
throughout the network

l Various factors influence the spreading activation through a 
network: the number of nodes (distance in a network), the 
strengths of connections



A SNePS network (www.cse.buffalo.edu/sneps)



Schematic representations
Schema: a mental framework for organizing knowledge; it creates a 

meaningful structure of related concepts

Several characteristics (Rumelhart 1977, Thorndyke 1984)

l Schemas can include other schemas (subschemas)

l Schemas encompass typical, general facts that can vary slightly
from one specific instance to another

l Schemas can vary in their degree of abstraction

Schemas encode: typical situations and typical behavior in the 
situations

è Early conceptions of schemas: representing information in 
memory; cognitive development of children



Scripts
A Script: is a structure that describes appropriate sequences of events

in a particular context. A script is made up of slots and requirements
about what can fill those slots. The structure is an interconnected
whole […] Scripts handle stylized everyday situations (Schank & 
Abelson 1977)

Less flexible than schemas

Scripts encompass: actors, the props, the setting,  the sequence of 
events expected to occur and default values for them. 

l Above values taken together compose an overview of an event



Mental representation: a summary
Assignment 8 (max. 3pts):

Present on a chosen example (or examples) [mental] representation
of information in the following forms:

l Concepts&categories: the classical approach

l Concepts&categories: the prototype view

l Concepts&relationships between them: semantic networks

The choice of example(s) should elicit differences between the 
approaches.

Deadline: Sun [13.I.19], 23:59 CET

Good luck!



Scripts, an example
A restaurant script:

l Props: tables, a menu, food, a check, money

l Roles to be played: a customer,  a waiter, a cook, an owner

l Opening conditions: the customer is hungry, s/he has money

l Scenes: entering, ordering, eating, exiting

l A set of results: the customer is no longer hungry and has less 
money, sometimes is pleased, the owner has more money...

Frontal and parietal lobes involved in generation of scripts

Required a great deal of working memory



Procedural knowledge
Models coming from AI research

l Each of models involves the serial processing of information (linear
sequence of operations)

l The form: sets of rules governing a generation and output

l Newell, Simon: productions („if-then” rules) 

l If clause: set of conditions that must be met to implement the „then” 
clause

l Then clause: an action (series of actions) that are a response to the „if” 
clause

If traffic-light red then stop

If traffic-light green then proceed



Work space
green, weighs 5 kg
produce, green, 5 kg
perishable, produce, green, 5 kg
turkey, perishable, produce, green, 5
kg
watermelon, turkey, perishable,
produce, green, 5 kg

Production
P1: produce
P3: perishable
P5: turkey
P6: watermelon
STOP

A production system



You should know (or be able to do):
• Distinction: declarative vs. procedural

knowledge (examples!)

l What is a concept? What is a category?

l Sth about categories: division, hierarchy 
or similarity as a basis (examples!)

l Do we discover groups of objects
(natural) or do we impose a division
(artifacts, ad hoc)?

l Defining features & the classcal view

l Characteristic features & the prototype
view

l Psychological evidence in favor of the 
prototype view

l You should be able to apply the views in 

particular examples as well as use an
example to present all the views (see
assignment)

l Features of hierarchical forms of 
representation

l Networks of concepts and categories –
describe structure&features; use
examples

l What is a schema? Answer using an
example

l Script as a tool for automatization of our
lives

l Production systems - an example of 
procedural representation


